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collected at the centre, Art. 66. If r be the distance of P from the centre 0, the attraction is $7rprs/r*3 where p is the density. It follows that the attraction of a solid homogeneous sphere at an internal point distant r from the centre is ^Trpr.
If 0, y, z) be the coordinates of P referred to the centre as origin, X, Y, Z the components of attraction, we have also
These are obtained by resolving the resultant attraction, viz. % lel to the axes.
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£0 and # + dx are the radii of an elementary shell, taken the   sphere   passing through  P,  its  potential  at  P  is Art. 64.    In the same way, if y and y -f dy are the radii of an elementary shell outside the same sphere, its potential
at P is 4i7rpy*du/y.    Thepotential at P of the whole sphere is -        ™   *'*
[
If the density p of the sphere is uniform, this integral becomes
If the density is anyranction of the distance from the centre, the integration can be effected when the function is given.         y*l
79. Ex. 1. A portion of a homogeneous spherical shell is cut off by a cone whose vertex is at the centre and whose solid angle is du. Show that the attraction, per unit of mass, of the rest of the shell on this portion is
Trp (b - a)
where a and b are the internal and external radii of the shell.   Hence show that when the shell is indefinitely thin the attraction is half that just outside.
Since the resultant attraction of a body on itself is zero, the attraction of the rest of the shell is the same as that of the whole shell. The attraction on the
/4-Tj-         7«3 _ ^3 -3- /°2 • —-»- Mlrdw ; dividing this by the mass attracted, viz.
$p (r3 - a3) rfw, we have the result above given.
^T Ex. 2. Prove that the pressure per unit of length, on any normal section of a spherical shell of mass M and radius a, due to the mutual gravitation of the particles tends to the limit If 2/167ra3, as the thickness of the shell is indefinitely diminished.
[Math. Tripos.]
1  Ex. 3.   A solid homogeneous sphere is divided by a plane through its centre into two hemispheres.    These being placed with their plane faces coincident, show
li !

